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NEW QUESTION: 1
How can the application developer create new decision service rule projects and decision
operations to maintain the ruleset signatures and BOM hierarchy as shown in the diagram?
A. 1. Create a new Main rule project and three new Standard decision service projects to
contain the BOMs (new BOM projects).
2. Add project references in the Main rule project to all of the new BOM projects.
3. Add a project reference in the new Customers BOM project to the new Orders and History
BOM project.
4. Add a project reference in the new Products BOM project to the new Orders and History BOM
project.
5. Add all of the rules and create decision operation in the Main rule project.
B. 1. Create a new Main rule project.
2. Add references from the Main rule project to Rule Project 1, Rule Project 2, and Rule Project 3.
3. Create decision operations in the Main rule project.
C. 1. Create a new Main rule project and three new Standard decision service projects to
contain the BOMs (new BOM projects).
2. Add project references in each of the new BOM projects to the Main rule project.
3. Add ail of the rules to the Main rule project.
4. Create decision operations in the Main rule project.
D. 1. Create a new Main rule project for the BOMs and a new Standard decision service project
for the decision operations.
2. Add BOM entries in the Main rule project for the Customers, the Orders and History and the
Products.
3. Add a BOM reference in the Customers entry to the Orders and History entry.
4. Add a BOM reference in the Products entry to the Orders and History entry.
5. Add all of the rules to the Main rule project.
6. Create decision operations (one for customers, one for orders, and one for products) in the
Standard Decision Service rule project.
Answer: A

NEW QUESTION: 2
An IS auditor finds that, in accordance with IS policy, IDs of terminated users are deactivated
within 90 days of termination. The IS auditor should:
A. recommend that activity logs of terminated users be reviewed on a regular basis.
B. report that the control is operating effectively since deactivation happens within the time
frame stated in the IS policy.
C. recommend changes to the IS policy to ensure deactivation of user IDs upon termination.
D. verify that user access rights have been granted on a need-to-have basis.
Answer: C
Explanation:
Explanation/Reference:
Explanation:
Although a policy provides a reference for performing IS audit assignments, an IS auditor needs
to review the adequacy and the appropriateness of the policy. If, in the opinion of the auditor,
the time frame defined for deactivation is inappropriate, the auditor needs to communicate
this to management and recommend changes to the policy. Though the deactivation happens
as stated in the policy, it cannot be concluded that the control is effective. Best practice would
require that the ID of a terminated user be deactivated immediately. Verifying that user access
rights have been granted on a need-to-have basis is necessary when permissions are granted.
Recommending that activity logs of terminated users be reviewed on a regular basis is a good
practice, but not as effective as deactivation upon termination.

NEW QUESTION: 3
Which four of the following are required to connect to the Engagement Cloud REST API?
A. the correct URI
B. a user with role access to the object being called
C. a general understanding of REST resource types
D. VPN access to your Engagement Cloud instance
E. the use of SSL
F. the use of Java
Answer: A,D,E,F

NEW QUESTION: 4
You plan to export sales data that will be used in the annual report of your company. You need
to provide a copy of
some of the sales data to the company stakeholders. Which format can you use to export the
data?
A. Microsoft Word
B. Microsoft Visio
C. Microsoft PowerPoint
D. Adobe PDF
Answer: D
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